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A ZARISKI THEOREM FOR MONODROMY OF
A-HYPERGEOMETRIC SYSTEMS
JENS FORSGA˚RD AND LAURA FELICIA MATUSEVICH
Abstract. We give conditions under which the monodromy group of an A-hypergeo-
metric system is invariant under modifications of the collection of characters A. The key
ingredient is a Zariski–Lefschetz type theorem for principal A-determinants.
1. Introduction
This article concerns the study of A-hypergeometric monodromy. A-hypergeometric
systems were introduced by Gel’fand, Graev, Kapranov and Zelevinsky in the late twenti-
eth century [14, 16, 17] in order to provide a uniform theory for multivariate hypergeomet-
ric functions (see also [2]), as well as a bridge to toric geometry. Through this connection,
important concepts such as canonical series solutions [24] and holonomic rank [1, 3, 23]
can be described in combinatorial terms.
The combinatorial tractability of A-hypergeometric systems, combined with existing
deep results on monodromy of classical hypergeometric functions (see, e.g., [7, 9]), gives
hope of a correspondingly rich theory of A-hypergeometric monodromy. However, the
literature in this direction is sparse (but, see [6, 26]). To understand why this is the case,
we recall that, by definition, the monodromy group of a system of differential equations
is a representation of the fundamental group of the complement of its singular locus.
The singular locus of an A-hypergeometric system is the zero set of a polynomial called
the principal A-determinant or full discriminant. Geometrically, this is a union of dis-
criminantal hypersurfaces. Computing the fundamental group of the complement of an
algebraic hypersurface is a deep and important question, which is challenging in the case
of discriminantal hypersurfaces [11, 22]. For principal A-determinants, we are not aware of
any general results in this direction, and this has obstructed progress on A-hypergeometric
monodromy. Consequently, our first major goal is to prove a Zariski–Lefschetz-type the-
orem for principal A-determinants.
To make this more precise, recall that an A-hypergeometric system HApβq is defined
by a finite collection A of algebraic characters of the torus pC˚q1`n, and a parameter
vector β P C1`n. (See §5 for a precise definition.) Denote by VA Ă CA the singular
locus of HApβq, which is independent of β. Here, CA denotes the complex affine space of
dimension k “ |A|.
Removing a character from A corresponds to restricting, in the space CA, to a coor-
dinate hyperplane. To study homotopy groups of complements of embedded algebraic
varieties through intersections with linear spaces is classical [18, 21, 27], and numerous
theorems exist in the literature; in most instances with some smoothness assumption.
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However, the variety VA is highly singular. Typically, its Whitney stratification has re-
ducible nonempty strata in each codimension. The combination of a highly singular variety
and a coordinate hyperplane implies that standard Lefschetz and Zariski type theorems
do not apply. As a first main result, we provide a combinatorial condition that allows us
to add or remove characters and still control the effect on homotopy.
Let N denote the Newton polytope (i.e., convex hull) of A. We say that A has an
interior point if at least one element of A is interior to N . For each face Γ of N the face
lattice of A relative Γ is the affine lattice spanned by the elements of AXΓ. We define the
face saturation As of A to be the largest subset of N X Z1`n such that the face lattices
of As coincide with the face lattices of A. (See Definition 4.1 for a precise statement).
Generalizing a Zariski-style theorem from [4], we conclude the following.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that A has an interior point. Then, the inclusion CA Ñ CAs
given by appending zeros to x for the coordinates corresponding to the characters AszA,
induces a surjective morphism
η : pi1pCAzVA, xq Ñ pi1
`
CA
szVAs , px, 0q
˘
.
Throughout this paper, we say that a morphism between fundamental groups is canoni-
cal if it is induced by an inclusion of topological spaces, as in Theorem 1.1. An interesting
question, which we do not address in detail, is whether the canonical morphism in Theo-
rem 1.1 is an isomorphism. This can be deduced in special cases, as in §6.
With this result in hand, we return to A-hypergeometric monodromy. The article [6] de-
scribes an algorithm to compute the monodromy group MonxpA, βq of anA-hypergeometric
system with parameter vector β at the base point x P CA. However, this method is only
applicable if the collection A satisfies some assumptions. The milder of these assump-
tions, that A admits a so-called Mellin–Barnes basis, fails already for relatively small
collections A. One can deduce from [12, 13] that the set of all collections A which admit
a Mellin–Barnes basis is a semi-ideal (or, downward closed set) in the poset lattice of all
collections with Newton polytope N . In other words, a suitable subcollection of A can
admit a Mellin–Barnes basis, even if A does not. Our main result supplements this semi-
ideal property by describing conditions under which the monodromy group is invariant
under the actions of deleting (or adding) characters from A.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that A has an interior point. If the parameter β is sufficiently
generic (i.e., nonresonant; see Definition 5.3), then
MonxpA, βq » Monpx,0qpAs, βq.
The genericity assumption on the parameter β cannot be removed, since it is known
to characterize A-hypergeometric systems with irreducible monodromy representations
[5, 25]. Without the genericity assumption, it might even be that the dimensions of the
solution spaces differ [8, 24].
Finally, we remark that we prove stronger versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, which apply
also in the situation when A has no interior points. The necessary definitions are, natu-
rally, more technical, and we have saved the details for Definition 4.1 and Theorems 4.4
and 5.8.
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Outline. Section 2 sets notation and reviews necessary background. Section 3 begins our
study of fundamental groups. Section 4 links these results to the combinatorics of the
collection A, and contains the proof of Theorem 1.1. We turn to A-hypergeometric mon-
odromy and prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 5. Finally, we apply these results and Beuker’s
method to compute the monodromy groups for A-hypergeometric systems associated to
monomial curves in Section 6.
Acknowledgements. We cordially thank Michael Lo¨nne and Frits Beukers for enlighten-
ing discussions. JF gratefully acknowledges the support of the Netherlands Organization
for Scientific Research (NWO), grant TOP1EW.15.313.
2. Preliminaries
We use, with slight adjustments, the notation of [15, Chapter 10].
Throughout this article, A “ tα1, . . . , αku Ă Z1`n denotes a quasi-homogeneous collec-
tion of algebraic characters of the torus pC˚q1`n, and β P C1`n is a parameter vector. We
often write A as a matrix whose columns are the characters αi. We denote by XA the toric
variety associated to A, with ZA its character lattice, and we let N “ convpAq Ă RbZA
denote the corresponding Newton polytope. The collection A is said to be saturated if
A “ N X ZA. However, we impose no such assumption. Let NA “ NrAs denote the
monoid generated by A and the origin, so that ZA is the group completion of NA. Given
an affine lattice L, the lattice volume defined by L is the unique translation invariant
measure on Rb L such that a minimal simplex in L has volume one.
Let F denote the face poset lattice of N , and let Fint Ă F denote the semi-ideal
generated by all faces Γ ď N that contain a relative interior point in A. Given Γ P F , let
ΓR denote the linear span of Γ and the origin. That is, ΓR is the linear span of the cone
generated by the face Γ ď N . (Some authors prefer to consider the cone over N rather
than N ; the face lattices of the two coincide except for the apex of the cone.)
Define the index
ipA,Γq “ “ZA X ΓR : ZAXΓ‰.
Set ZA{Γ “ ZA{pZA X ΓRq, and consider the admissible semigroup
(2.1) NA{Γ “ pZAXΓ `NAq
LpZA X ΓRq Ă ZA{Γ.
Let vpA,Γq denote the subdiagram volume of NA{Γ. That is, vpA,Γq denotes the lattice
volume of the set difference between the convex hulls of NA{Γ and pNA{Γq˚ “ pNA{Γqzt0u
in Rb ZA{Γ. By convention, the subdiagram volume of the trivial semigroup is one.
Let z “ pz0, . . . , znq be coordinates on the torus pC˚q1`n. Given αi P Z1`n, the associ-
ated character is the monomial z ÞÑ zαi . We use CA to denote the space of polynomials
CA “  y1zα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ykzαk | y1, . . . , yk P C(.
That is, CA is complex vector space of dimension k with coordinates y “ py1, . . . , ykq.
The collection A defines a projective toric variety XA Ă PpCkq. Let PpCAq denote the
dual space of PpCkq. The A-discriminantal variety is the projectively dual
(2.2) qXA Ă PpCAq.
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The collection A is said to be nondefective if the A-discriminant is a hypersurface, in
which case we denote by DA its defining homogeneous polynomial (unique up to sign,
if the coefficients are required to be relatively prime integers). If A is defective, then
DA “ 1. The affine cone qXA Ă CA is the closure of the rational locus of all polynomials
f P pC˚qA which has a singularity in pC˚q1`n.
Following [15], the principal A-determinant is defined as the toric resultant
(2.3) EApfq “ RA
´
z0
Bf
Bz0 , . . . , zn
Bf
Bzn
¯
.
We make use of the formula [15, Ch. 10, Thm. 1.2], up to a nonzero constant,
(2.4) EApfq “
ź
ΓPF
DAXΓpxqmpA,Γq,
where the multiplicities mpA,Γq are given by
(2.5) mpA,Γq “ ipA,Γq vpA,Γq.
Notice that mpA,Nq “ 1 and that mpA,Γq ě 1 for all Γ P F . As fundamental groups are
topological rather than algebraic, we often replace the principal A-determinant with the
reduced polynomial
(2.6) pEApxq “ ź
ΓPF
DAXΓpxq.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that αi P A is not a vertex of N . Set Yi “ tx P CA |xi “ 0 u and
Ai “ A ztαiu. Then, each irreducible component of VA X Yi is contained in VAi.
Proof. Since αi is not a vertex of N , the hyperplane Yi is not contained in VA. It follows
that the restriction of EA to Yi is nontrivial. The statement then follows from (2.3). 
In particular, there is an identity of sets VA X Yi “ VAi . However, the irreducible
components of VA X Yi need not appear with the same multiplicity in VAi . In practice,
tracing how the multiplicities of irreducible components in VA change when we restrict to
coordinate hyperplanes is a central part of our investigation.
Consider a (regular) triangulation T of the Newton polytope N , with vertices in A.
We express T as the set of full-dimensional cells σ. Consider the characteristic function
ϕT : AÑ Z defined by
ϕT pαq “
ÿ
σPT |αPvertpσq
volZApσq.
That is, ϕT pαq is the sum of the lattice volumes of all simplices in T containing α as a
vertex. The secondary polytope ΣA is defined as the convex hull of the vectors
ϕT pAq “ pϕT pα1q, . . . , ϕT pαkqq P Zk
as T ranges over all (regular) triangulations of A [15, Ch. 7]. The secondary polytope coin-
cides with the Newton polytope of the principal A-determinant EA [15, Ch. 10, Thm. 1.4].
We make the following remark, where we use coordinates u for Zk.
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that αi P A is not a vertex of N . If ZA “ ZAi, then the secondary
polytope ΣAi coincides with the facet of ΣA contained in the hyperplane ui “ 0.
Proof. Since ZAi “ ZA, they induce the same lattice volume. Hence, it suffices to note
that a regular triangulation T of N , with vertices in A, is such that u “ ϕT pAq has ui “ 0
if and only if αi is not a vertex of any simplex in T . 
3. Fundamental Groups
Throughout this section, let us consider a general polynomial P P Cry1, . . . , yks. By
slight abuse of notation, we denote by V Ă Ck both the vanishing locus of P and the
set of irreducible components of V . An irreducible hypersurface in V will be denoted
by a capital letter, and points in V will be denoted by lowercase letters. We use y as
coordinates, and denote the base point of the fundamental group by x.
Let Z P V be an irreducible component, and choose a smooth point y P Z. For a
generic line ` passing through Z, and a sufficiently small open neighborhood U of y, the
complement pU X `qzZ is a punctured disc. Choose an auxiliary point xˆ P pU X `qzZ,
choose a generator γˆ of pi1
`pU X `qzZ, xˆ˘ » Z, and choose a path ρ from x to xˆ in Ck zV .
Then, the generator-of-the-monodromy (gom) of pi1pCk zV, xq, around Z and determined
by the above choices, is the path
γ “ ρ´1 ˝ γˆ ˝ ρ.
The nomenclature is self-explanatory; it is well known that the set of goms around all irre-
ducible components Z P V generates the fundamental group pi1pCk zV, xq. The following
lemma is also classical.
Lemma 3.1 (See, e.g., [4, Lem. 2.1]). Let V1 and V2 be two disjoint families of irreducible
hypersurfaces in Ck, and choose x P Ck zpV1 Y V2q. Then, the canonical homomorphism
η : pi1
`
Ck zpV1 Y V2q, x
˘Ñ pi1`Ck zV1, x˘
is surjective and, more precisely:
(1) Each gom of pi1
`
Ck zV1, x
˘
lifts to a gom of pi1
`
Ck zpV1 Y V2q, x
˘
.
(2) The kernel of η is generated by the goms around components of V2. 
Let P P Cry1, . . . , yks with vanishing locus V . We are interested in the intersection
V X Yi where Yi “ t y P Ck | yi “ 0 u. To simplify the presentation, we assume that i “ k.
In the following proposition, we work against an auxiliary variable, which we can assume
to be y1. We use y “ py1, y¯, ykq, where y¯ “ py2, . . . , yk´1q, as coordinates of Ck. Let
DiscjpP q “ Resj
´
P,
BP
Byj
¯
denote the discriminant of P with respect to yj. That is, DiscjpP q is the resultant of
P the derivative BP {Byj with respect to the variable yj. Notice that DiscjpP q does not
depend on yj.
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Proposition 3.2. Let V be a hypersurface defined by a polynomial P P Cry1, y¯, yks. Let
Kpy¯, ykq “ Disc1pP qpy¯, ykq
denote the discriminant of P with respect to the auxiliary variable y1. If
(1) all common factors of K and P belong to Cry¯s, and
(2) K restricted to Yk is nontrivial
then, for a base point x “ px1, x¯, 0q P YkzV , the canonical morphism
η : pi1
`
YkzpYk X V q, x
˘Ñ pi1pCk zV, xq
is surjective.
Proof. Let W be the set of irreducible components of the hypersurface Kpy¯, yq “ 0 in Ck.
By the assumptions (1) and (2) we can choose a base point x P pY1XYkqzpV YW q. Write
V “ VK Y V pK , where VK “ V XW and V pK “ V zW . (Here, we view V , VK , and V pK as
sets of irreducible hypersurfaces in Ck.)
By the assumption (1), each element of VK is the vanishing locus of a polynomial from
Cry¯s Ă Cry1, y¯, yks and, hence, Ck zVK is a trivial bundle over YkzpYk X VKq with fibers
isomorphic to C. It follows that the morphism η1 in the commutative diagram
pi1
`
YkzpYk X V q, x
˘
pi1pCk zV, xq
pi1
`
YkzpYk X VKq, x
˘
pi1pCk zVK , xq
η
θ
η1
is an isomorphism. Let γ P pi1pCk zV, xq. Since η1 is an isomorphism, there is an element
γ1 P pi1pYkzpYk X VKq, xq such that θpγqη1pγ1q “ 0, and it follows from Lemma 3.1 part (1)
that γ1 lifts to pi1
`
YkzpYk X V q, x
˘
. Hence, it suffices to show that each γ P pi1pCk zV, xq
with θpγq “ 0 belongs to the image of η.
Assume that γ P pi1pCk zV, xq belongs to the kernel of the morphism θ. It follows from
Lemma 3.1 part (2) that γ belongs to the subgroup generated by the goms around V pK .
Hence, there is no loss of generality in assuming that γ is a gom around V pK .
The final step is analogous to the argument of [4, Thm. 2.5]. Let δ be the degree of P
in the variable y1. We obtain a trivial fiber bundle
Ck zpV YW q Ñ Y1zW,
whose fibers are complex lines with δ points removed, and we obtain the long exact
sequence of homotopy groups
. . . pi1
`
LzpLX V q, x˘ pi1`Ck zpV YW q, x˘ pi1`Y1zW,x˘ 0.τ τ 1
Any gom γ of V pK in pi1`Ck zV, x˘ lifts by Lemma 3.1 part (1) to a gom of V pK in pi1`Ck zpV Y
W q, x˘, which belongs to the kernel of the morphism τ 1. Hence, γ lies in the image of
the morphism τ . But (2) implies that we can choose the fiber L inside the plane Yk and,
hence, τ is simply the morphism η restricted to pi1
`
LzpLX V q, x˘. The result follows. 
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We now translate the geometric conditions of Proposition 3.2 in terms of combinatorial
conditions on the collection A. Recall that restricting to the hyperplane Yk corresponds
to deleting the point αk P A. The auxiliary variable y1 corresponds to an auxiliary point
α1 P A. Before stating this result, we need a combinatorial definition.
Definition 3.3. Let αi P A and set Ai “ A ztαiu. We say that αi is lattice redundant
if all face lattices of A and Ai coincide. That is, if for each face Γ ď N we have that
ZAXΓ “ ZAiXΓ.
Proposition 3.4. Let αk P A be lattice redundant. Let α1 be an auxiliary point, contained
in a minimal face Γ1 ď N . Assume, in addition, that
(1) αk is contained in the closure of Γ1, and
(2) if α1 P Γ2, then either AX Γ2 is defective or mpA,Γ2q “ mpAk,Γ2q.
Then, the canonical morphism
η : pi1
`
CAkzEAk , px1, x¯q
˘Ñ pi1`CAzEA, px1, x¯, 0q˘
is surjective.
Proof. Recall that DAXΓ denotes the AX Γ-discriminant, which appear as a factor of the
principal A-determinant EApfq with multiplicity mpA,Γq, see (2.2) and (2.4).
We first claim that for each face Γ ď N there is a polynomial QΓ P Cry¯s such that
DAXΓpy1, y¯, 0q “ QΓpy¯qDAkXΓpy1, y¯q.
A priori, we know, by Lemma 2.1, that QΓ P Cry1, y¯s is a product of AXF -discriminants
of faces F ď Γ (possibly including the face F “ Γ). Let dpF q denote the multiplicity of
the A X F -discriminant in the product of all coefficients QΓ as Γ ranges over all faces of
N . It follows that, up to a constant,
EApy1, y¯, 0q “
ź
ΓďN
D
mpA,Γq`dpΓq
AkXΓ py1, y¯q.
Since αk is lattice redundant, the Newton polytope of EApy1, y¯, 0q P Cry1, y¯s coincides
with the secondary polytope ΣAk by Lemma 2.2. Hence, the degree in y1 of EApy1, y¯, 0q
and EAkpy1, y¯q coincide. Counting said degree, we obtainÿ
ΓďN
pmpA,Γq ` dpΓqq deg1pDAkXΓq “
ÿ
ΓďN
mpAk,Γq deg1pDAkXΓq.
If AX Γ is defective or if α1 R Γ, then deg1pDAkXΓq “ 0. For the remaining faces, we are
under the assumption that mpA,Γq “ mpAk,Γq. It follows thatÿ
dpΓq deg1pDAkXΓq “ 0,
where the sum is taken over all faces Γ containing y1 such that AX Γ is nondefective. As
the degree deg1pDAkXΓq is positive for such faces, we conclude that dpΓq “ 0 for each such
face. It follows that no coefficient QΓ contains a factor which depends on y1 and, hence,
QΓ P Cry¯s as claimed.
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Figure 1. The collections A,Ap, As, and N X ZA from Example 4.2.
That QΓpy¯q does not depend on y1 implies that
Disc1p pEAqpy¯, ykqˇˇˇ
Yk
“ Disc1p pEAqpy¯, 0q “ `Disc1p pEAkqpy¯q˘ ź
ΓďN
QΓpy¯q,
where pEA and pEAk denotes the reduced principal A-determinants from (2.6). Since pEAk
is reduced, the first factor in the right hand side is nontrivial. It follows that
Kpy¯, ykq “ Disc1p pEAqpy¯, ykq
is nontrivial when restricted to Yk. The common factors of Kpy¯, ykq and pEApy1, y¯, ykq
are the pA X Γq-discriminants for faces Γ not containing y1. By assumption, any face
containing yk also contains y1 and, hence, said common factors belongs to Cry¯s. That is,
all assumptions of Proposition 3.2 are fulfilled. 
4. Saturations
Recall that A is saturated if A “ NXZA. We now give the precise definition of the face
saturations alluded to in the introduction. Recall that F denotes the face poset lattice
of N , and that Fint Ă F denote the semi-ideal of F generated by all faces Γ ď N that
contain a relative interior point in A.
Definition 4.1. The face saturation As and the partial face saturation Ap of the collection
A are given by
As “
ď
Γ PF
Γ˝ X ZAXΓ and Ap “
ď
Γ PFint
Γ˝ X ZAXΓ,
where Γ˝ denotes the relative interior of the face Γ.
That is, As is obtained from A by adjoining, for each face Γ ď N , all points of the
lattice ZAXΓ which are contained in the relative interior of Γ. We say that we saturate
each face of N . The partial face saturation differs from the face saturation in that we only
saturate the faces which belong to the closure of a face that already contains a relative
interior point.
Example 4.2. Consider the two dimensional collection
A “
»– 1 1 1 1 10 3 0 1 0
0 0 3 0 2
fifl .
Notice that ZA “ Z3, see Figure 1. The relative face saturation Ap is obtained by
saturating the two edges of N which contain a relative interior point. That face saturation
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As is obtained from Ap by also saturating the full-dimensional face relative ZA. Note that
we only add the interior point p1, 1, 1q at this step. The saturation N XZA consists of all
integer points in the Newton polytope.
Proposition 4.3. Let αk P A be lattice redundant, and assume that there is a face Γ P Fint,
containing αk, which has a relative interior point α1 distinct from αk. Then, the canonical
morphism
η : pi1
`
CAkzEAk , px1, x¯q
˘Ñ pi1`CAzEA, px1, x¯, 0q˘
is surjective.
Proof. We only need to check that the conditions of Proposition 3.4 are fulfilled, with α1 as
the auxiliary point. Recall the expression for the multiplicities mpA,Γq from (2.5). Since
αk is lattice redundant, we have that ipA,Γq “ ipAk,Γq for all faces Γ P F . It remains to
be checked that the subdiagram volume is invariant for any face Γ containing α1. This
follows a fortiori from the equality of semigroups NAk{Γ “ NA{Γ (cf. (2.1)). Indeed, that
ZAXΓR “ ZAkXΓR holds because αk is lattice redundant. The only generator of NA not
contained in NAk is αk, but αk P ZAXΓ “ ZAkXΓ, where the last equality holds because
of lattice redundancy. Consequently, ZAXΓ `NA “ ZAkXΓ `NAk , from which we deduce
that NAk{Γ “ NA{Γ. Since the semigroups coincide, so do their subdiagram volumes. 
We are now ready to prove the stronger version of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that A has an interior point. Then, the inclusion CA Ñ CAp
given by appending zeros to x for the coordinates corresponding to the characters ApzA,
induces a surjective morphism
η : pi1pCAzVA, xq Ñ pi1
`
CA
pzVAp , px, 0q
˘
.
Proof. The proof is a simple induction using Proposition 4.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If A has a relative interior point, then Ap “ As. Hence, the state-
ment follows from Theorem 4.4. 
For the remainder of this section, we discuss the question of whether, in general, the
partial face saturation Ap can be replaced by the face saturation As in Theorem 4.4.
The main remark is that Proposition 3.4 is much stronger than what is needed to prove
Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.5. If the collection A has dimension at most two, then Theorem 1.1 still
holds if the partial face saturation Ap is replaced by the face saturation As.
Proof. If A has dimension one, then Ap “ As. Suppose that A has dimension two. There
is no loss of generality in assuming that A “ Ap and that A has no relative interior points.
Let α1 be a vertex of N and, for i “ 2, 3, let Γi “ convptα1, αiuq denote the edges of N
incident to α1. Let `i denote the lattice length of Γi relative ZAXΓi , so that α1`pαi´α1q{`i
is the closest point in to α1 in ZAXΓi . Our first claim is that either ZA has no points in
N˝, or we can find a vertex α1 of N such that
α1 “ α1 ` pα2 ´ α1q{`2 ` pα3 ´ α1q{`3 P N˝.
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Figure 2. The image of As under the projections pi1 and pi2, with the
images of Γ1 X A in blue, the images of Γ2 X A in black, and the images of
α8 in red. Notice that pipα8q is a vertex of convppipAszΓiqq for i “ 1, 2.
The proof is elementary planar geometry, and is left to the reader.
If ZA has no points in N
˝ then As “ Ap and there is nothing to prove. If ZA has a point
in N˝, then α1 P N˝. Let A1 “ AY tα1u. By construction, α1 is lattice redundant in ZA1 .
We claim that α1 can act as an auxiliary point, fulfilling the conditions of Proposition 3.4.
It suffices to check that the subdiagram volumes of the faces tα1u,Γ2, and Γ3 coincide in
A and in A1. For the face tα1u, this follows from that α1 is not a vertex of NpA1ztα1uq. For
the face Γ3, this holds because α
1 is equivalent to pα2´α1q{`2 modulo ZAXpΓ3qR, and vice
versa for Γ2. Composing the morphisms obtained from Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 1.1,
noting that the partial face saturation of A1 is As, we conclude the proposition. 
Proposition 4.5 implies that Theorem 1.1 is suboptimal in the sense that we can possibly,
in the statement of the theorem, replace Ap with a larger collection and still obtain a
surjective morphism η. That said, Proposition 3.4 is not sufficiently strong to conclude
that we can replace Ap by As in general, as shown in the following example.
Example 4.6. Consider the collection A, and its face saturation,
A “
»——–
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 1 2 1 0
1 2 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 3 4
fiffiffifl and As “ AY
»——–
1
1
1
1
fiffiffifl .
There are two faces ofN with relative interior points inA, given by Γ1XA “ tα1, α2, α3, α4u
and Γ2XA “ tα5, α6, α7u. All strict faces of A are saturated relative to their induced lat-
tices. We have that ZA “ Z4, and there is a unique point α8 P As zA. We claim that there
is no point in A which can act as the auxiliary point in Proposition 3.4 for α8. It suffices
to show that we have strict inequalities of subdiagram volumes vpA,Γiq ą vpAs,Γiq for
i “ 1, 2. Let pi denote the projection whose kernel is the linear span of Γi. Then, the
strict inequalities of subdiagram volumes is a consequence of that pipα8q is a vertex of the
polytope convppipAszΓiqq, see Figure 2.
5. Monodromy
In this section, we interchangeably think of A as a subset of Z1`n and as a p1` nq ˆ k
integer matrix whose entries are denoted by αij. Let D denote the Weyl algebra over
CA, that is, the ring of linear partial differential operators in k variables with polynomial
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coefficients over C. This ring is generated as a C-algebra by y1, . . . , yk, B1, . . . , Bk subject
to the relations imposed by the Leibniz rule for derivatives. Here Bj stands for the partial
derivative operator B{Byj.
We observe that the polynomial ring CrB1, . . . , Bks “ CrBs is a commutative subring
of the noncommutative ring D. The following CrBs-ideal is known as the toric ideal
associated to A.
(5.1) IA “ xBu` ´ Bu´ | u P Zk, A ¨ u “ 0y Ă CrBs,
where for u P Zk, pu`qi “ maxpui, 0q and pu´qi “ maxp´ui, 0q for i “ 1, . . . , k, so in
particular, u`, u´ P Nk and u “ u` ´ u´. Note that the monomials Bu` and Bu´ do not
have any variables in common by construction.
We remark that the homogeneity assumption on A means that the ideal IA is homoge-
neous with respect to the standard (total degree) N-grading on CrBs.
We can use A to define more differential operators. Set
(5.2) Ei “
kÿ
j“1
αijyjBj, i “ 1, . . . , 1` n.
For β P C1`n we denote E ´ β “ tE1 ´ β1, . . . ,E1`n ´ β1`nu. These are called Euler
operators. Note that F pyq is annihilated by the operators E´ β if and only if
F pzα1y1, . . . , zαkykq “ zβF py1, . . . , ykq,
for z in a nonempty open subset of pC˚q1`n (with respect to the Euclidean topology on
C˚). If F pyq “ řλuyu is a formal power series, then F is annihilated by E ´ β if and
only if A ¨ u “ β whenever λu ‰ 0.
Definition 5.1. Let A be an p1 ` nq ˆ k integer matrix and let β P C1`n. The A-
hypergeometric system with parameter β is the left Dk-ideal
HApβq “ Dk ¨
`
IA ` xE´ βy
˘
.
If x P CA is a nonsingular point of the system of partial differential operators HApβq, then
the space of germs of complex holomorphic solutions of HApβq at x is denoted SolxpA, βq.
The dimension of the C-vector space SolxpA, βq is the holonomic rank of HApβq, denoted
by rankpHApβqq.
Remark 5.2. Since IA is homogeneous, D{HApβq is a regular holonomic D-module for
all β [19].
In order to state the main result in this section, we need one more definition.
Definition 5.3. A vector β P C1`n is said to be a resonant parameter of A (or simply
A-resonant) if there is γ P Z1`n such that β ´ γ lies in the linear span of a codimension
one face of convpAq. Parameters that are not resonant are called nonresonant (or A-
nonresonant).
It is well known [1, 17, 23] that if β is nonresonant then rankpHApβqq “ volpAq. Note
that the set of resonant parameters of A is the union of an infinite but locally finite
collection of hyperplanes in C1`n, so that nonresonant parameters are very generic.
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Theorem 5.4. Assume that A and Ak span the same lattice, and convpAq “ convpAkq (so
in particular volpAq “ volpAkq, and A-nonresonance coincides with Ak-nonresonance).
Let β be nonresonant. If x is a generic nonsingular point of HAkpβq, then px, 0q is a
nonsingular point of HApβq and the morphism
Ψ: Solpx,0qpA, βq Ñ SolxpAk, βq,
given by ΨpF qpy1, . . . , ykq “ F py1, . . . , yk´1, 0q, is an isomorphism.
Note that since volpAq “ volpAkq and β is nonresonant (for both A and Ak), we have
rankpHApβqq “ rankpHAkpβqq, so that the solution spaces we are interested in have the
same vector space dimension. The content of Theorem 5.4 is not that the two vector
spaces are isomorphic (which is obvious from comparing dimensions), but that evaluating
yk ÞÑ 0 gives an isomorphism. A proof of the following auxiliary result can be found in [10,
Lemma 7.11].
Lemma 5.5. If β is A-nonresonant then for any γ P Nk, right multiplication by Bγ induces
a D-module isomorphism D{HApβ´A¨γq Ñ D{HApβq. The induced linear transformation
of solution spaces SolxpA, βq Ñ SolxpA, β ´ A ¨ γq is given by differentiation. We denote
the inverse of this linear transformation by B´γ. 
Remark 5.6. In the previous statement, the precise form of the inverse linear trans-
formation between solution spaces depends on β, and denoting it by B´γ is an abuse of
notation. This is justified because whenever we write B´γF , the parameter of the hyper-
geometric function F will be understood. Since Bi and Bj commute for i ‰ j, Bi and B´1j
also commute. Identities such as B´1i B´1i “ B´2i hold as well, since both are inverses of B2i .
It follows that, as long as β is nonresonant, Bu is well-defined for u P Zk.
If A ¨ u “ 0 and β is nonresonant, Bu acts as the the identity on SolxpA, βq: if F is a
nonzero solution of HApβq, then Bu´pBuF ´ F q “ Bu´F ´ Bu`F “ 0. Therefore, BuF ´ F
is in the kernel of the linear isomorphism Bu´ , whence BuF “ F .
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Since αk is not a vertex of convpAq, the singular locus of HApβq
does not contain the hyperplane yk “ 0. Thus, if x P Ck´1 is a sufficiently generic
nonsingular point of HAkpβq, then px, 0q is a nonsingular point of HApβq.
For u “ pu1, . . . , ukq P Zk, denote u¯ “ pu1, . . . , uk´1q P Zk´1.
Let ψ “ ψpy1, . . . , yk´1q P SolxpAk, βq. We consider the linear isomorphisms from
Lemma 5.5, applied to Ak (and not A). Let u P Zk such that A ¨ u “ 0 and uk “ ` ě 0.
We set ψ` “ B´u¯ψ. Note that if v P Zk with A ¨ v “ 0 and vk “ `, then Ak ¨ pu¯ ´ v¯q “ 0.
It follows that Bu¯´v¯ψ “ ψ, or equivalently B´u¯ψ “ B´v¯ψ. In other words, ψ` does not
depend on the choice of u. Note that ψ0 “ ψ.
Given ` ą 0, if there is no u P Zk with A ¨ u “ 0 and uk “ `, we set ψ` “ 0. By
construction, ψ` P SolxpAk, β ´ Ak ¨ u¯q “ SolxpAk, β ´ `αkq. We define
F “ F py1, . . . , ykq “
8ÿ
`“0
y`k
`!
ψ`py1, . . . , yk´1q.
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We claim that F is a formal solution of HApβq. By construction, each summand of F is
annihilated by E´ β, so consider v P Zk and the operator Bv` ´ Bv´ . If vk “ 0, then this
operator belongs to IAk and, therefore, annihilates every summand of F .
Assume now that vk ‰ 0, say vk ą 0. Let u P Zk such that A ¨ u “ 0 and uk “ ` ě vk.
Then pu´ vqk “ `´ vk and, hence,
ψ`´vk “ B´pu´vqψ “ B´u¯`v¯ψ “ B´v¯´Bv¯`B´u¯ψ “ B´v¯´Bv¯`ψ`.
It follows that Bv¯`ψ` “ Bv¯´ψ`´vk . Now,
Bv`F “
ÿ
`ěvk
y`´vkk
p`´ vkq!B
v¯`ψ` “
ÿ
`ěvk
y`´vkk
p`´ vkq!B
v¯´ψ`´vk “ Bv¯´
ÿ
`ěvk
y`´vkk
p`´ vkq!ψ`´vk “ B
v´F.
We have verified that F is a formal solution of HApβq. By construction, F px, 0q “ ψpxq,
so that, in particular, F is defined at px, 0q.
If ψ is given as a Nilsson series converging in a neighborhood of x P CA, then F is by
construction a formal Nilsson series. Since D{HApβq is a regular holonomic D-module,
and F px, 0q is defined, we may assume that F converges in an open neighborhood of px, 0q
(after perturbing x if necessary). Thus, if we apply this construction to the elements a
basis of SolxpAk, βq, then we obtain a set of solutions of HApβq with a common domain
of convergence in a neighborhood of px, 0q, whose images under yk ÞÑ 0 are the elements
of the basis of SolxpAk, βq. It follows that the linear transformation Ψ : Solpx,0qpA, βq Ñ
SolxpAk, βq is surjective. Since both vector spaces involved have dimension volpAq, we
conclude that Ψ is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 5.7. Let αk P A be lattice redundant, and assume that there is a face Γ P
Fint, containing αk, which has a relative interior point α1 distinct form αk. Let β be
nonresonant. If x is a generic nonsingular point of HAkpβq, so that px, 0q is a nonsingular
point of HApβq, then
Monpx,0qpA, βq “ MonxpAk, βq.
Proof. Let r “ volpAq denote the lattice volume of A. Since β is nonresonant, the
solution space Solpx,0qpA, βq has dimension r. By Theorem 5.4, we can choose a basis
F1, . . . , Fr of Solpx,0qpA, βq such that F1py¯, 0q, . . . , Frpy¯, 0q is a basis for the solution space
of SolxpAk, βq. By Proposition 4.3, we find a set G Ă pi1
`
CAkzVAk , x
˘
which gener-
ates both pi1
`
CAkzVAk , x
˘
and pi1
`
CAzVA, px, 0q
˘
. It follows that both Monpx,0qpA, βq and
MonxpA, βq are generated by monodromy matrices obtain by analytic continuation of the
functions F1, . . . , Fr along the paths γ P G. Hence, the two monodromy groups have the
same set of generators. 
Theorem 5.8. If β is a nonresonant parameter, then
MonxpA, βq » Monpx,0qpAs, βq.
Proof. The proof is a simple induction using Corollary 5.7. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If A has a relative interior point, then Ap “ As. Hence, the state-
ment follows from Theorem 5.8. 
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6. Monomial Curves
Let us exemplify our main theorems by considering a one-dimensional collection
A “
„
1 1 . . . 1 1
0 α1 . . . αm δ

,
where 0 ă α1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă αm ă δ. The toric variety associated to such a one-dimensional
collection is called a monomial curve. The integer δ is the toric degree of A. There is no
loss of generality in assuming that gcdpα1, . . . , αm, δq “ 1, so that ZA “ Z2. In this case,
the partial face saturation and the face saturation of A both coincide with the saturation
N X ZA. The space pC˚qA is identified with the space of all univariate polynomials
fpzq “ y0 ` y1zα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ymzαm ` ym`1zδ.
The reduced principal A-determinant is pEApyq “ y0ym`1DApyq, where DApyq is the A-
discriminant. In particular, there is a map
V : CAzEA Ñ CδpC˚q,
where CδpC˚q denotes the configuration space of δ distinct points in C˚. Taking funda-
mental groups, we obtain the braid map
br : pi1
`
CAzEA, x
˘Ñ CBδ,
where CBδ denotes the cyclic braid group on δ strands.
Corollary 6.1. The braid map br is surjective.
Proof. If A is saturated, then there is a map CδpC˚q Ñ CA zEA which takes a set of δ
points to the monic polynomial of degree δ vanishing on said set. This fact, and Theo-
rem 1.1, imply that the braid map is surjective also in the general case. 
The braid map is not injective. This is primarily an effect of working with the principal
A-determinant rather then the A-discriminant. For example, the cycle
t ÞÑ e2piity
is nontrivial (and acts diagonally, yet nontrivially, in monodromy) in CAzEA. We conclude
that there is a surjective map
b¯r : pi1
`
CAzEA, x
˘Ñ Zˆ CBδ.
There are simple arguments, using for example the order map of the coamoeba [13], which
imply that the extended braid map b¯r is injective whenever A consists of three elements
that generate Z. It follows that the braid map is injective whenever there exists an
i P t1, . . . ,mu such that gcdpai, δq “ 1. While we expect that the extended braid map is
aways injective, no such simple argument is available in the general case.
In terms of computing the monodromy group of the A-hypergeometric system, it is
beneficial to choose A with as few points as possible. The monodromy group MonxpA, βq
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only depends on β and the toric degree δ. Indeed, the collection A has the same saturation
as the triple
A1 “
„
1 1 1
0 1 δ

,
which is of codimension one and, hence, admits a Mellin–Barnes basis. Using the torus
action, we find that CA
1zEA1 is a trivial bundle, with fibers pC˚q2, and base CzDA1 , where
DA1 is the dehomogenized discriminant defined as the intersection of DA1 with the linear
subspace x1 “ x2 “ 1. We get a long exact sequence
. . . Z2 pi1
`
CA
1 zEA1 , x
˘
pi1
`
C zDA1 , x
˘
0.
The dehomogenized discriminant DA1 is a rational zero-dimensional variety and, hence,
consists of a single point [20]. It follows that pi1pCA1zEA1 , xq has three generators, in this
case. The corresponding monodromy matrices can be computed using Beukers’ method
[6]. For example, if δ “ 3, then the monodromy group is generated by»– e2piiβ1 0 00 e2piiβ1 0
0 0 e2piiβ1
fifl ,
»– 0 1 00 0 e2piipβ2´β1q
e2piiβ1 0 0
fifl , and
»– ´1 1 10 e2piiβ1 0
0 0 e2piiβ1
fifl .
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